Ultrasound pulse-echo reflection from test object cylindrical reflectors.
This paper is a first attempt at answering the question of which strong reflectors are most useful in ultrasound test objects. A planar reflector placed in the transducer far field has demonstrated potential as a standard reference reflector for pulse-echo ultrasound studies. Measurements of echo temporal voltage waveform and frequency spectrum from various metallic and plastic cylindrical reflectors were performed and compared to the results obtained with the planar reflector. Relatively undistorted echos were obtained from metallic cylinders when the condition lambda > 3D was obeyed, as well as large attenuating plastic cylinders when the condition lambda << D was obeyed. Consideration of these results along with mechanical and corrosion data leads to the identification of thin stainless steel type 302, nickel and molybdenum wires, as well as thick Oilon Pv 80 rods as potentially good reflectors for ultrasound test objects. The observed mechanical resonant frequencies of metallic cylinders has been shown to be potentially useful as a temperature-independent frequency standard in suitably designed test objects. The potential use of thin Teflon cylinders for transducer axial resolution measurement has been demonstrated.